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Abstract
One the one hand, Regin Prenter gets it right theologically: creation and redemption belong together. On the other hand, Prenter's method is visually impaired; he looks at God's creation with only one eye, the eye of faith. If he would open his other eye and look at creation as a scientist sees it, his doctrine of creation would be broader, deeper, and more textured. This is what two-eyed Niels Henrik Gregersen does when he incorporates into his theological vision the scientific idea of autopoiesis—that is, nature's own creative advance.
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1 | DIVINE GRACE IN CREATION

From creation to redemption and back again. Only when redeemed will the world be fully created so that God can say, "Behold, it is very good." Despite our need to wait for eschatological fulfillment, God's consummate future can be discerned now, in the present. At least, if you are Danish.

Happy Danes hear God today in the bird's song, feel God in the forest breeze, see God in the starry skies, smell God in the flower's scent, and taste God in the elixirs of life. Creation is God's gift, a sacramental gift that embodies its giver. Divine grace in creation is mediated by nature and revealed to us by the poet. In "Minstrelsy," Nikolai F.S. Grundtvig discerns Eden all around us:

The garden that God gave us here below
Borders on the Lord's Eden,
In spirit to us wafted
Through the openings of lattice;
And by surmise we catch
Perfume from what is therein.
Rejoice thee tremblingly, O skald!
As thy choice is and they calling;
Through thee must be imaged
What thou savest in life's spring.¹

Has God so graced human ears that we humans can hear God's quiet melodies sung in nature? Or, is the divine message limited solely to inspired eyes that read the pages of Holy Scripture? Must we first don the eyes of faith like corrective lenses before we can see what we otherwise are blind to? Or, can we rely upon our material senses to guide our path through nature to the divine origin and destiny of all created things?

These are questions every creation theologian must pose. These are questions I would hope those reviving Scandinavian Creation Theology (SCT) in the Lutheran tradition would pose.² I applaud today's retrieval of Knud Løgstrup (1905–1991), Regin Prenter (1907–1990), and Gustaf Wingren (1910–2000). I would add the patriarchs of Lund, Gustaf Aulén (1879–1977) and Anders Nygren (1890–1978), as well. This generation of post-World War II Nordic scholars turned our gaze from heaven back to earth, so that we might realize more intensely the grace of heaven. God is already present in the gift of life and in our vocation to human co-creativity, they averred.

According to the Scandinavian creation theologians, you do not go to church in order to meet God for the first time. Rather, building on a primal relationship with God already embedded in nature and in our universal humanity, we attend worship to be released, forgiven, and restored as a full human being within the already resplendent order of God's creation.
1.1 | One-eyed faith

Still, I demure. Something is missing in this renaissance of SCT. Access to creation through the creation itself is actually denied by one strand within SCT, the eye-of-faith creation theology of Aulén and Prenter. In Barthian fashion, one can see divine grace within creation only when looking through the eye of faith. Without the eye of faith, we natural human beings are blind to mediated grace. At least, this is my reading of SCT.

One implication is this: a Scandinavian creation theologian need not—dare not!—appeal directly to nature interpreted through science to round out the doctrine of creation. The entire domain of human knowing through scientific means is relegated by the eye-of-faith theologians to the shadows, to a realm outside the theologian’s field of vision. Here is the problem: if science reveals reliable knowledge of the cosmos within which we live, then what eye-of-faith creation theologians describe is not the cosmos within which we daily live and understand ourselves. In short, SCT unnecessarily ghettoizes God’s created world from the very world commonly seen through scientific lenses.

To illustrate, I examine briefly two Danes, Regin Prenter and Niels Henrik Gregersen. Prenter belongs to that brilliant generation of Nordic scholars who, a half-century ago, set an ambitious agenda. Gregersen is Prenter’s academic descendent, a twenty-first-century scholar who, whether deliberately or inadvertently, has broadened the vision of faith to include what the eye of the scientist sees through microscopes and telescopes. The result is a doctrine of creation—including a theology of nature—that applies to the actual cosmos in which we daily live.

I recommend that the theologian look at creation synoptically: through both the eye of faith and the eye of science. In effect, this synoptic vision is what Niels Henrik Gregersen, a theological optometrist of sorts, has prescribed.

2 | REGIN PRENTER: CREATION WITHOUT COSMOS

Central to the renaissance of Scandinavian Creation Theology is its vision of the created world as our home. Christians are not to be considered as aliens in the world. Nor are Christians pilgrims on their way to another world. Christians do not move into a foreign land when speaking the common language of everyone. The world is God’s creation. This is where God has placed us and wants us to be. To live an ordinary human life among other living creatures involves participating in God’s life.

Would the University of Aarhus professor, Regin Prenter, embrace this position fully? To my reading, he would not. Because of his methodological commitment to a theology based solely on what can be seen through the eye of faith, his theological construction cannot benefit from knowledge gained in the scientific laboratory. Let me demonstrate.

On the one hand, Regin Prenter gets it right theologically: creation and redemption belong together. On the other hand, Prenter’s method is visually impaired; it prevents him from constructing a world picture wherein God’s creative and redemptive work apply to the very world within which we live.

I gladly follow Prenter when he adroitly combines creation with redemption. Rather than ghettoize creation to a pre-fallen past that leaves us in the present waiting for a future redemptive return, Prenter foresees redemption historically as the fulfillment of the divine purpose already present in ongoing creation. “Creation and redemption belong together. Creation is the beginning of redemption, and redemption is the consummation of creation.” My own way to say this is similar: once the world has been redeemed, it will have been created and God can accurately declare, “Behold, it is very good.”

So far, so good. But, Prenter then takes a methodological turn away from the actual world in which we daily live, the world of nature described by science. The model for relating faith and science Prenter adopts is what Ian Barbour calls independence, and which I label the two-language model. “There is no real problem with respect to the relationship between natural science and faith in creation. The two do not deal with the same questions, unless one or the other fails to keep within its own proper field.”

By keeping both theology and science within their “own proper field,” they have nothing to say to one another. Each engages in a monologue, not a dialogue. Prenter justifies this separation of fields by relying on special revelation to the exclusion of natural theology, and by describing all worldview construction as human hubris engaged in self-justification. According to Prenter, the basic problem with worldview construction by philosophers or scientists is that they are unavoidably monistic, unavoidably self-serving and God denying. “They are [humanity’s] attempt to determine the place of both God and himself in the cosmos. And he who would himself determine God’s and his own place in the cosmos can only be a person who would also justify himself before God through his own works.” Any attempt to construct a comprehensive worldview based on scientific knowledge constitutes human self-justification, hubris, idolatry.

Prenter has another way of looking at the problem. Outside the theological circle of faith, any secular worldview would be inescapably monistic. Such monism contrasts with dualism, the very dualism bequeathed to faith by special revelation. “Faith’s picture of the created world is not monistic; unlike the world picture of natural science, it does not seek to fit all
phenomena into one scheme. But it is dualistic; in its dimension of height it places an impassible gulf between the two planes of heaven and earth."11 To place one's faith in the transcendent God of the gospel requires a dualistic grasp of reality that cannot be resolved by any secular worldview that must, by definition, be monistic. The net product is this: Prenter's theology of creation and redemption has "no direct cosmological interest."12

2.1 | Yearning for understanding

I find Prenter's method unnecessarily limiting, even self-ghettoizing. Why? Because there exists within the human psyche a yearning for understanding that comes to expression as ontological thirst, the thirst for reality.13 To be human is to be Homo religiosus. This produces at the cultural level worldviews and self-understandings that place the individual within a context of the totality of reality, at least to the extent that speculation permits.14 Prenter even registers sympathy for Homo religiosus when affirming the universality of Friedrich Schleiermacher's notion of the feeling of absolute dependence.15 Yet this natural feeling does not elicit respect in Prenter for natural reason, for science. In sum, worldview construction will go on outside the church and inside the church despite any of Prenter's attempts to sideline it.

Prenter's method is self-defeating, because even people of faith are fated to construct worldviews. Saints Augustine and Anselm, both of whom depended on revealed theology to ground their faith, still sought to understand what they believed: fides quaerens intellectum (faith seeking understanding). The construction of a worldview founded on faith ought not to be avoided, let alone forbidden.

It is my methodological recommendation that Christian theologians today attempt to draw a picture of reality in its widest and deepest scope that shows how all things are related to the one God of grace.16 Gregersen says this same thing with force. In the case of Christian theology, "everything is related to the belief in God as the omnipresent creator, and as the liberator and redeemer of nature and humankind in Christ and Spirit."17

This means, among other things, that knowledge of the cosmos gained through scientific research should be incorporated into this worldview.18 No scientific worldview could be final or unchanging, to be sure; because science is so fluid and so varied in what it thinks knowledge is. Yet, we people of faith cannot understand ourselves meaningfully unless we understand ourselves within the context of reality in its most comprehensive scope, even if tentatively envisioned.19 The whole-part dialectic is indispensable to human meaning, especially to understanding the relationship between self, world, and God.20

3 | THE EYE OF FAITH IN GUSTAF AULÉN AND ANDERS NYGREN

Swede Gustaf Aulén, like his junior Dane Regin Prenter, relies on the independence or two-language model for relating faith to science. This model silences science so that it can say nothing to the ears of faith. "Christian faith has testified boldly that the God about whom it speaks reveals [God]self only to the eye of faith and not apprehended by any human reason.21 Or, "revelation can be perceived by the eye of faith alone."22 Or also, "God is not found by telescopes and chemical experiments."23 And, according to Aulén, God's relation to the world—as revealed to the eye of faith—is dualistic. "The divine will as it reveals itself is continually subduing and overpowering opposition."24 It appears that what happens in Aarhus happens also in Lund.

With special reference to the doctrine of creation, this independence or two-language model turns a deaf ear to all stories of origin. "Even if such a theory of origins could be theoretically demonstrated, which is impossible, this whole conception is completely meaningless to faith, since it has no religious character. The various theories about the origin and development of the universe that might be suggested by natural science cannot encroach upon or exercise any influence on the convictions of faith regarding creation."25 In short, the theologian need not look through microscopes or telescopes to understand nature as God's creation.

Since reliable confirmation of big-bang cosmology in the 1960s, the scientific community has showered in a cascade of exciting speculations, debates, and controversies regarding the origin of our cosmos. Cosmological, first cause, kalaam, and design arguments for God's existence as creator have become regular fare in both scientific and theological circles. Yet, neither Prenter nor Aulén would allow this exciting discussion to influence a contemporary fides quaerens intellectum. Eye-of-faith theologians disinvite themselves to the secular party.26

The gate to science is not as firmly shut in the work of Anders Nygren as it is in Gustaf Aulén. One needs to tread gingerly, though, because science means something more specific for Nygren than it does in common parlance. Nygren embraces his own aggressive philosophy of analysis, called scientific philosophy, which analyzes the presuppositions in every world scheme. "Scientific philosophy analyzes presuppositions."27 Even with this very specific definition, Nygren also respects science in its more commonly understood fashion as empirically based rational argumentation. "We can speak of science where, and only where, there is a possibility of objective argumentation concerning a stated idea or opinion."28

He also reminds us of the fluidity and changeability of scientific knowledge. "The sure progress of science does not depend on its ever achieving definitive results or its never
need to take a step backwards ... It is in this methodically critical way that science goes steadily forward; it is this that puts firm ground under its feet.29 Science, as Nygren understands it, should pose no problem for the theologian, at least in principle.

One need not ask science to reveal God in order to justify incorporating science into a theology of creation. Our knowledge of God as gracious creator and redeemer can come only from special revelation, to be sure. Yet, science can tell us quite a bit about the world God has created and continues to create. The picture of physical reality painted by scientific brushes will provide the person of faith with a context for meaning, an understandable world in which to feel at home.

4 | NIELS HENRIK GREGersen: GOD'S CREATION OF CREATIVITY

The method of Niels Henrik Gregersen is quite different from his Nordic predecessors, especially Prenter.30 Rather than insulate the theology of creation from the scientific interpretation of the natural world, Gregersen steps into science like a firefighter steps into a hazmat suit.

What are the scientific options for seeking an answer to the riddle of biogenesis? And, most important in our context, How could one from an informed Christian perspective think consistently about God’s relation to a universe that seems to be self-organizing, if not self-creative? Could it be that God has so created the material world that it has an innate ability to form life out of matter and thus give rise to new emergent phenomena such as perception, feeling, and consciousness?31

Gregersen is taking two giant steps forward here. First, methodologically, he is stepping beyond the perceptive horizon of the eye of faith in order to see things through the eye of science. Second, what he comes to see through the eye of science—creativity within nature—then qualifies if not edifies the doctrine of creation he sees through the eye of faith.

4.1 | Hypothetical consonance

First, Gregersen’s methodological step. Whereas Prenter preceded by Aulén presuppose the independence or two-language model for relating faith to science, Gregersen elects a different model. Gregersen’s method seems to employ my model of hypothetical consonance, according to which there is consonance between “what can be said scientifically about the natural world and what the theologian understands to be God’s creation.”32 Perhaps Gregersen even goes further, entering what Barbour refers to as the integration of science with theology.33

However, Gregersen’s method falls a little short of the one proposed by Robert John Russell, the creative mutual interaction (CMI) between science and theology. CMI describes the “development of research programs in theology and science that make moves from theology to science as well as standard moves from science to theology.”34 For Gregersen, the movement goes only one direction, from science to theology. What we learn about nature’s creativity enhances and embelishes what we know through the eye of faith about God as creator. What Gregersen does not do is ask the theologian to stimulate a research program to be pursued by the laboratory scientist. In short, Gregersen stops short of full integration or full interaction. Yet the important point is this: what we learn about nature through science informs what we know about creation through the eye of faith.

Second, theologically, the doctrine of creation becomes enhanced, deepened, and expanded when Gregersen incorporates from science the idea of creativity within nature. We understand more about God, argues Gregersen; we now see the God of faith as the God of creativity. Rather than merely mold a passive clay to become objects in the physical world, our creator God mixes soil with spirit (Gen 2:7) to become something living, self-directing, and innovative.

4.2 | Autopoietic processes

Here is Gregersen’s thesis: God is creative by supporting and stimulating autopoietic (self-creation or self-production) processes.35 When expanded, it becomes “meaningful to say that God is active as Creator in these autopoietic processes by supporting their inner dynamics and possibly by stimulating their dynamics in certain directions.”36 By declaring that the creation is itself dynamic and creative, the relevant science tells the theologian that what God has made is not reducible to a pre-determined causal grid. Nor is the creation without direction, even if it is at least in part self-directing.37

Gregersen uses the biblical term blessing to identify God’s gift of freedom and creativity to the creatures. “We might say that the blessing of God is a structuring principle at once transcendent in its origination and immanent in its efficiency.”38

What Gregersen has learned from the sciences is that autopoietic processes apply only to ongoing creativity, to creatio continua or providence, not to the origin of the created world itself.

The incorporation of natural creativity into the doctrine of creation affects neither the Genesis account of six-day creation nor big bang cosmology. Already from this theoretical outlook it is obvious that the concept of autopoiesis is not designed to discuss either cosmological
beginnings (in terms of Big Bang theory and its rivals) or ontological questions related to the theological doctrine of creatio ex nihilo. Rather, it is a general theory for systems that are already in the game, one way or the other, and that will have to cope with the demands of self-formation vis-à-vis an unpredictable environment and an even more unpredictable future.\(^{39}\)

We see here a judicious incorporation on Gregersen's part of relevant scientific insight into his doctrine of creation, a careful assessment of the shape of each piece as it fits into the theological puzzle. Gregersen avoids either inundating theology with a deluge of science or putting a patch over the eye of faith in order to see strictly through the eye of science.

Now, I have said that Gregersen's method seems to fit most snugly in my model, hypothetical consonance. Yet Gregersen may be asking for a bit more. He makes a futile move from theology toward science, asking the laboratory researchers to confirm or disprove his idea of God as structuring creativity within nature.

Nonetheless, the idea of divine action as a structuring cause has a family likeness in thought structure to the theory of autopoietic systems. In both cases, a new mode of operation and coordination of energy means a real change of being: esse sequitur operari. A structuring cause thus effects real changes in the world, though no physical energy has been added or taken away. The structuring model, as expounded here, is open for scientific falsification if a bottom-up deterministic ontology should prevail.\(^{40}\)

Does this suggest that Gregersen would like something more than mere consonance? Might Gregersen grant that at points science is in a position to falsify some theological assertions? If so, then Gregersen has bravely exited the protected citadel of Auðun and Prenter and made theology vulnerable to extra-theological sources.

The value of science in theological method is to tell us about the world, about the cosmos. We do not ask scientific reason to substitute for faith or to replace special revelation. The world picture drawn by physical cosmologists or evolutionary biologists tells us indirectly that God creates creativity.

5 | NATURAL THEOLOGY VERSUS THEOLOGY OF NATURE

A synoptic vision that looks at creation through both the eye of faith and the eye of science need not embrace natural theology. If by natural theology we intend a revelation of God within nature apart from Scripture, then natural theology is not required by today's synoptic theologian. Rather, the incorporation of insights from science into the theological vision would lead instead to a theology of nature. Sweden's Archbishop Antje Jackelén illustrates such a method that leads to a faith-informed theology of nature. According to Jackelén, theology's vision of creation approaching new creation "can be reconciled with the findings from the field of natural sciences, but it cannot be derived from them."\(^{41}\)

Barbour dubs this position theology of nature. A theology of nature "must take the findings of science into account when it considers the relation of God and [humanity] to nature, even though it derives its fundamental ideas elsewhere."\(^{42}\) What this means is that a Swedish or Danish theologian could add scientific knowledge to her doctrine of creation without blindfolding the eye of faith when looking through microscopes and telescopes. Science can sharpen the theological vision without patching over the eye of faith.\(^{43}\)

6 | SEEING SYNOPTICALLY

Among the significant figures undergoing revival in the new Scandinavian Creation Theology movement, I have selected Regin Prenter for special attention. One the one hand, I contend that Prenter gets it right theologically when he brings together creation with redemption. On the other hand, I argue that Prenter's method is visually impaired. He looks at God's creation with only one eye, the eye of faith. If he would open his other eye and look at creation as a scientist sees it, his doctrine of creation would become broader, deeper, and more textured. This is what two-eyed Niels Henrik Gregersen does when he declares that God is the creator of creativity, and when he describes creativity in scientific terms. In our era, I believe the theologian should look at reality synoptically, adding to the eye of faith another eye that occasionally looks through microscopes and telescopes.
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